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SUMMARY 

A «relim.narv survey was canted out in Somaba, on behalf of UNIDO, by a 2-expert Italconsult 
t%T?ZZlT** present effcency of (he mamtenance and reparr serves for ex.st.ng 
industrial equipment and the need for future improvement 

The survey was limited to the Benadir District, which accounts for mote than 9(r%of the 
Ilt7s LusLl capacity In add,t.on a quick survey was carried out m the Juba District, on 
account of its importance as a banana-growmg area 

The survey has shown that, with some exceptons and irrespective of the cost the few existing 
IduSe»?abl.rments of a certain .mportance resolvr the.r mamtenance problems by means of 
Z nbn kcSs an^ by car^mg a heavy spare parts inventory However, very acute problems 
¡EÏ^tí ÍÜ oSS^rt J^ which are of very small d,mens,ons, and none o» 

which have in-plant repair facilities 

The external workshops are generally undersized and, w.th some few exceptions, poorly 
LuioSd and operated The man-power ,s ,n general of a very poor standard The problem , 
aSed by a severe shortage of spare parts, for which there are no import frictions but 
w^h are affected by many other adverse factors (heavy customs duty, large purchase lead times, 

poor standardization) 

Furthermore, some districts completely lack any effective mamtenance services 

An implementation program has been suggested, providmg for short term assistance by a. 4-man 
fear!Ton !ZI !ZU Jument, and long term assistance the details of which will be worked out 
on the basis of the advice and findings of the first team 

Counterparts should work with the UNIDO team so as to obtain a full »^"<»> °f^ 
methods of tackling the problems, and to provide the nucleus of an efficient staff for a future 
Management Consulting Center at the Ministry of Industry 

It is felt that such a program of assistance would be of great help for the Country's industrial 

development 



1.    INTRODUCTION 

A long-term campaign has been planned by UNIDO to improve the maintenance and repair 
services for existing industrial equipment in the developing countries 

As an initial approach to the problem, it was decided to carry out a sample survey of some 
representative countries. 

The objectives of the envisaged field studies were mainly 

- to enable UNIDO to choose the countries in which to start implementation of the campaign; 

- to identify the crucial fields in the surveyed countries, in which assistance is urgently 
needed; 

- to help UNIDO to formulate a long-term working program in the field of repair and 
maintenance both for the chosen countries and for the developing countries in general 

Field surveys for a group of countries comprising Kenya, the United Arab Republic and Somalia 
were assigned to Italconsult, Rome, under Contracts No 68/1 and 68/6 

The present report refers to the field survey carried out in Somalia from January 4 to January 19, 
1969 by a Mission composed of two Italconsult experts However, the Chief of Mission could 
not arrive in Somalia until January 10, it being necessary for him to remain in Nairobi longer 
than planned to collaborate with Mr Fawzi of UNIDO in the conclusive phase of the Mission to 
Kenya 

The field survey in Somalia essentially followed the lines of the general plan of operations 
outlined by UNIDO (see Annex A of Purchase Order) However, it was not possible to go 
thoroughly into the macro-economic data as suggested in point 3 1 of Annex A, partly because of 
the shortage of available statistical data and partly because the Chief of Statistical Department, 
Ministry of Planning and Coordination could not give the breakdown of some official data 

The Country's industrial structure and its regional, sectoral and dimensional breakdown, on the 
basis of the data received, is set forth in Table 1 It is apparent from this table that the greatest 
concentration of industry is in the Benadir region which contains 78%of the industrial 
establishments and 96%of the related employment All the most important industries are also 
located here, apart from the new Kisimaio Meat Factory 

In view of this fact and because of the extreme shortage of time and the difficulty of 
communications, the local " UNDP Representative authorized the Mission to limit the field survey 
to the Mogadiscio area, paying a brief visit only to the Juba District ~ mainly because of its 
importance as a banana growing area - and omitting visits to other districts 

In preparing the report, as far as the available data have permitted, it has been attempted to 
adhere to the sectoral criteria used in the ISIC Code, rev  1, enclosed in the following page 



IMC CODE 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION, REV 1 
(for Economic Activities concerni* Somalia) 

Group 011 Agriculture and Livestock Production 

Group 201 Slaughtering, Preparation and Preserving of Meat 

Group 202 Manufacture of Dairy Products 

Group 207 Sugar Factories and Refineries 

Group 214 Soft Drinks and Carbonated Waters 

Group 231 Spinning, Weaving and Finishing of Textiles 

Group 241 All Kinds of Footwear from Any Raw Material 

Group 260 Manufacture of Furniture and Fixtures 

Group 291 Tanneries and Leather Finishing Plants 

Group 312 Vegetable and Animal Oils 

Group 319 Miscellaneous Chemical Products 

Group 341 Iron and Steel Basic Industries 

Group 360 Manufacture (and Repairs) of Machinery Except Electrical 

Group 511 Electric Light and Power 



The official figures are for 1967 They are incomplete inasmuch as certain important industries 
have been aet up since then which substantially modify the data for some sectors of 
activity     Specific mention will be made of these changes at the appropriate point in the report 

According to the official statistics, there are apparently 121 mdustr ;. Somalia with more than 
5 employees However, only 39 of these employ a staff of over 10 and may thus be considered 
to be of some economic and industrial importance The Mission decided to visit 23 of these, 
chosen to be representative of the various sectors of activity The reports on these visits are 
given in the Appendices, where every effort has been made to highlight the aspects and data of 
major interest for this survey It should, however, be noted that this task was often rendered 
difficult by the reticence of the executives interviewed, or more simply by their apparent lack of 
appreciation of certain accounting and statistical aspects of management It is finally to be 
noted that the report has been structured according to the basic principia; stated in the contract's 
Annex B; and that the 2nd and 3rd digits of the report's Chapter 2 correspond to the itemization 
of para. HI, 1 to 4 of the contract's Annex A 



2,    REPORT ON THE SURVEY 

2 1   IMPORTANT INDUSTRIES 

a) The geneial structure of Somali industry, according to the 1967 statistics is shown in 
Tables la) and ib), while its sectoral make-up is given in Table \c) However, the 
following points must also be made 

Since these tables refer only to industrial establishments, they do not contain any 
data on banana growing, which was however surveyed by the Mission in view of 
its social and economic importance (some 25.000 employees), and of its foreign 
exchange earning capacity (So Sh 90 million, equivalent to 40% of total 
exports) 

Groups 20-21 do not include data on the new Kisimaio Meat Canning Factory 
since it is not yet in operation; it is expected to give employment to 450 people 

Group 231 does not appear in the tables, but this is now represented by the new 
SOMALTEX Textile Factory, which is expected to employ 500 when operating at 
full capacity 

SOPLAST has been included in Group 26, because although it processes 
thermoplastic resin its main activity is the production of furniture However, 
this enterprise is not included in any group of the offi-hl 1967 statistics 

Group 312 (vegetable and animal oils) does not appear in the table in question 
because the statistics have not taken into consideration the VECCO Oil Mill which 
siili retains some degree of importance despite the general decline of this activity 

However, the new cotton production scheme planned to supply raw materials for 
SOMALTEX should revitalize this sector and lead to the re-opening of the most 
important ginneries and oil mills which have been closed for some time owing to a 
shortage of raw materials 

Group 360 is ignoied in the official statistics although in actual fact it includes a 
fau number of workshops, especially concerned with vehicle and tractor repairs, 
and most certainly giving employment to several hundred people There is no 
doubt that these workshops are of basic importance in view of the expected 
increase in motorization 

b) The age of the firms in the various groups of activities is certainly fairly advanced with 
the exception of some which were created recently in the preserving industry (meat), 
dairying, soft drinks and a few others of minor importance 

c) Table 2 shows the importance and the impact on the national economy of these 
various groups of activities (with the limitations already dealt with in paragraph a) 



Table 1 

COUNTRY'S INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE 

REGIONAL, SECTORAL AND DIMENSIONAL BREAKDOWN 

a)    Regional Distribution of Industrial Establishments (employing 5 or more persons) 

Hejlen No of No of 
EitsbMuncnts 

Benadir (Mogadiscio) 94 6,375 
Northwestern    .        I9 2ÌÌ 

North Eaitern  8 72 

Upper and Low« Juba      ........ 

Total 121 6,658 

b)    Distribution of Industrial Establishments According to Number of Persons Engaged 

No. of 

5 to  9 

10 to 49 
50 to 99 

100 and over 
Total 

No of 
% EstâMMunenti 

82 67 
95 

34 28 
1 ) 

5 5 
4 ( 

121 100 100 

No of Persons 
% Engaged 

517 8 J, 
714 11 ( 

73 ) 
8. 81 

5,354 ( 
6,658 100 100 

c)    Distribution of Industrial Establishments According to Activities and Personnel Engaged 

No. of Major Gfo«p of Activity (ISC Code) 

28+21 24+»1 2*        28        33        39        51 Total 

5 9 9 25 22 2 12 11 1 82 

10 49 11 2 7 2 7 2 3 34 

50 99 - - - - - - 1 1 

100 and over 1 1 - - - 1 1 4 

Total 21 28 29 4 19 14 5 121 

Source   "Compendio Statistico Somalia" - Ministry of Planning and Coordination, Statistics Department 
Mogadiscio, June 1968 
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above). By far the most important is Group 200 (food manufacturing) which 
accounts for 80%approx. of the labor force in the manufacturing sector and provides 
60%of the value added and 50%of the gross output 

d) Apart from bananas, as mentioned above, the importance of the various groups of 
activity in the field of exports seems very limited. 

The 1965 Somali Customs Statistics show that the export of manufactured products 
was mainly limited to 15 million So.Sh. of hides and skins, accounting for 6%total 
exports, while meat and fish products, at 4 million So Sh., account for 2%of the 
total However, these figures may well be altered to some extent by the new 
installations spoken of earlier in the meat-processing sector. 

From the development aspect, however, certain groups of activities could perhaps play 
a bigger role as import reducing industries.    Sugar is a typical example   indeed, 
imports amounted to 15 million SoSh.(12%) in 1965 but were practically negligible 
in 1968 lor a few years, however, it has been exporting 40,000 hi alcohol from 
molasses, which constitutes a good contribution to the country's total exports. 

e) Finally, as regards the type, age and condition of equipment in the various groups, the 
situation may be summed up as follows: 

Group 011: in the banana-growing sector the age and condition of the machines 
may be considered average, but there is little standardization 

- Group 202: the Mogadiscio Dairy Factory is of relatively recent construction but 
it is not in such a good state of conservation as one might expect 

- Group 207: the SN AI Sugar Factory has been almost entirely renovated in recent 
years and appears to be in a very good condition 

- Group 214 (soft drinks): the plants covered by this grouping are of recent 
construction   and in good condition 

Group 231 SOMALTEX, which is the only important firm in this branch, is still 
in the completion phase 

- Groups 241 and 291 (footwear and leather): plants in very mediocre 
condition The same holds good for Group 260 (furniture) even though 
SOPLAST is a new concern. 

Group 312 (vegetable oils): most of the plants have been closed for years and the 
only largish one still operating is the VECCO Oil Mill which is of advanced age 
but in fair condition, plus a few dozen small presses of Japanese make. Should 
the sector become active again, there are a certain number of ginneries which 
have been closed for years and a few oil mills of some size (De Vincenzi Oil Mill) 
which are not particularly old these could be reactivated 



Group 319 (miscellaneous chemical products) there are some new turns ot 
minor importance in the detergents and pharmaceutical fields; a small, recently 
built paint works; and some old soap works whose fortunes have mou- or less 
followed trends in the oil industry 

Group 341 (iron and steel industries) this group includes 1 r RSOMAl A\ old 
plant (even though opened recently) which seems lo be in a rathct precauous 
state of efficiency     In addition there is an old. inadequate foundry 

Group 360- this embraces a range ot mechanical workshops a few ot wliu.li are 
modern and efficient, some in an average condition, and a relatively large nutnbei 
of very small shops whose degree of efficiency is ve-y low Paiticu'u mention 
should be made here of the ON AT and the Somali Poit Authority Workshops 
because of the important toles they are called upon to fulfil and because ol the 
benefit« which would accrue to the general economy ot the Country it then 
efficiency were improved 

Group 511 (electric light and power) there are a number ol powc« sia'ions ot 
various sizes and types, a'l thermal The SblS company in Mogadiscio is tai and 
away in the best state to carry out its task effectively and has added a 
considerable amount of capacity over the last few years 

2 2   EXISTING REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

a) Only a few major processing plants and some ot the service campamos < SUS ON AI 
CIEFFE, Soman Ports Authority) have then own maintenance and repair section In 
general, they are well equipped so as to be independen», and sometimes use »hen excess 
capacity to meet oc asional demand from outside concerns Howevei some ol them 
seem to be in a rather inefficient condition I here are generally piopeily conceived 
and correctly executed maintenance schedules in operation especially in thi processing 
industries In the smaller industries (and these an in the great maiontyl then- are 
neither workshops nor maintenance schedules Only when serious breakdowns mcui 
are emergency repairs made using the sen/ices ol local outsidi workshops 

On the basis of their efficiency the repa i shops can be classified as tollows 

a limited number (two or three) are very will titled out and tun but some of 
them voluntarily restrict their level ot activity because ol difficulties in liamín* 
staff and so as not to lower their quality standards 

a certain number of averagely well equipped and manned simps whan often 
operate with an overload of work. 

an increasing number ot very small poorly equipped badly run woik*hops which 
live   a   hand-tomouth   type   existence   and   who*'   clienti!«-   u»n*i*b  almo»! 
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exclusively of taxi drivers and private car owners whose numbers are steadily 
growing 

ht fne only firms which may be considered as centralized workshops, in consideration of 
fit? capacity and diversification of their equipment, are 

the  (love'nmenl   owned ON Al   and Somali Ports Authority Workshops, (see 
Appendices I M 201 and 

the privately owned HAI-Somalia and ('IHM- (see Appendices If». IK) 

i ) îllr limitations of the nvrkel high import duties and excessively long reordet leading 
times < cloture of Sue/ < anal and »ed tape» tender the spares problem paMicularly 
•cu I e detpite the lavt that in principle then arc no import restrictions [hi position 
i* further wonened by the relative lack of standardization ( ompanics which wish to 
eiMure the r-quired margin of «ytctv where spares are lonccrned have io IK up 
anythMig up to li\ '^' <>t the value of the mactuner> in parK 

él Apart from >>f dinars tmihankal components there appeal io be no -pan parts 
rtuMMifacturtntt lacihtirs ataitabk- Howcvei most of ih« problems loukl be resolved 
hy «riling up a smaN bul eflmrnt Mon and non leitous alloys toundiv 

r) ra*ft| oigaitwed .tdequalc %patc pails slot«» m onl\ i<> K tound >n Mogadiscio and 
Sviatameli! and then <>nh loi inolot sehnU and trac loi spare« In other tentéis of 
ctHMumptmn and «n othei valors ih* Mtuatton is high I v i*Hkal ami often much 
tag««*** i« required lo ft«d*c th» pt<*th rm »h*h arm from ilas i<< dav 

21   MHr%4MJNl«   «WW* HOP* Of   It»*!«   AW  H4tNTtN*Mt   A« If VfT*    A*0 

êl      It M mil »a»* i«> > «ptrm tft figures itN   rwpalut «He* I»   •! tb* U>t> .>l . If H un* \ ot th* 
twpm »me matfttenatu c  «tun  trumts  due (>> the tail thai then i» < matkrd lack • »• 

IMttWlg >»t Ih» at counting and »I a»*» I »sal **p*»l» «•* management 

Mu«***« * M puMlPtr to «tat« thai «i itti *MI tug** M«i pt.nl»*!*«« tmi itwough 
mam*—m*.< •ttffWttttM'* •» rtiMMatett u> a»*«*** I<> f which <« «cúnate«* to V. %h 
•OOOOU pat *n«HM lui il «houhl h* *M»I* m numi thai ih* »* <*• •»* ih» Ir» tea** 
•*§ run oNkftiK MI iMwifa «ml thai ina« »*»«H M .4»ia«««d h» i»*ng up M *tr*'«ol ihr 
eflfHtaf «.«Ml of Ih« mattetfwtt M «parir* 

Ih»  tua* panentapt  "t «eh taut   IM IHMT OSAI « llrtt  IWM   Appettili».   I**t a*tl   r%t?« 
tmtt\  »•   Ihr tff.t k»w rflK*Hi> <•• like V NIM It fc*l» AU« IHM M I ICI  Appirml»  ?0l with 
M« Mg«i <rtt ih«  pur««   >ip#tatmg ****** M«J «» ihr nalit«at ..•***•**«»    «tt  i*p«eal 
i iiwrhi   .»< Ih« rtf»* k» "I ih« iH«Ant»i.» >4 maMttcMa«*.» ««i i*paM »I*K*» 

ài      «HO    III«    MUMl    cMtfMMUftl   MH» ruiMaj    «HttttHw*   «M    ihr   *«•»%   • «*«   »H»i   *hi    MMMl 
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efficient, independent maintenance and repair services, the field where the problem is 
most felt is vehicles and tractors, affecting the two most important activities of 
apiculture and transport. 

c)     The identification and the grading of factors affecting the efficiency of maintenance 
and repair can be expressed as follow 

i)     Training of management personnel in technical and organizational skills; 

ii)    Training of labor; 

iii)    Lack of maintenance of the physical facilities for maintenance and repairs; 

iv>    Lack of a good foundry ; 

v)     Lack of a good commercial organization for special steels and raw materials in 
general; 

vii    Lack  of certain   special-purpose equipment    gear cutters and  grinders,  heat 
treatment equipment special welding equipment foundry etc 

4) The effect on maintenance and repair, of the absence of standardization, and 
iMMceMtfy variety of equipment is no doubt very marked The study ot the 
problem for a small country such as Somalia would however appear to be quite 
difficult though some recent examples may turn oui to be quite indicative til An 
approach to the problem could be attempted by UNIIX) through a Special ( ommission 
fot tkt Standardization ot Industrial Supplies to the Developing Countries 

tt thrnt is al prêtent no t.overnroent or privale m«litution specially dealing with repair 

aiMl malmenane«- 

ft      No tHWWMiMiii put*«* ha*e been as yet studied altcctinp repair ard maintenance 
«kt*pt a priwral traimi* propra** lor »rades inclwdin« ihow concerned with the needs 

of panerai woifcmop» 

14 

êt     I»**»«!  M**   *** f$mmmá «*li a» * m*** »«* mmtoMmt »»* rapa* 
pntpaa» M wan« miaikiiMi érnloH c«mnr»»    It * ttofttaft «pute "•<»»«* 
Hut «ik ftmmmei M **•« mur« d»Mwu* to i*Ham M lomaba 

It h*. »>< hmm p»—jMc io «mta** «pia«**«*« mli«rmal*»n »* m*mlr**#Kr *ort«r% 
a«l tm» •* » »«  +m*k  l*. .«mp* i«rt*f» oi p^onmH «mo h»*< fcad .* art 

lit  t<* 
•> Ato»» *•***• 
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undergoing training in repair and maintenance 

As far as concerns general technical education, the total output of students from 
Technical Institutes in Somalia would not appear to exceed a few hundred, at most 

b) There are three secondary schools in the Country (at Hargeisa, Burao and Mogadiscio) 
for training technical personnel at the middle level, and a school in Mogadiscio for 
training draftsmen and accountants. 

In the vocational training field, Mogadiscio has one industrial school which can 
accommodate around 200 students coming from elementary schools The school has 
a fair amount of machine tools, a good number of classrooms and 20,000 sq m of land 
adjacent which could be used for extensions 

There is no organic and rational scheme nor specific accommodations and facilities for 
providing workers with complete theoretical and practical training in specific work 
sectors, nor are there any programs for in-plant training. It would also appear that 
there are no programs for courses for up-grading workers presently employed 

To overcome this deficiency, the Somali Government submitted a request to the 
Mofadiscio Agency of the UNDP in July 1968 for the creation of a Pilot Center for 
training both workmen and instructors in various trades. The project should last 4 
years and cover the following three aspects of vocational training: 

training instructors for possible future centers; 

rapid training courses for 18-35 year-old people with an elementary school leaving 
certificate; 

up-grading of workers, which would be a 3-year full time course 

It is felt that the Somali Government's request should be given every consideration and 
implemented as a matter of urgency, since the most marked limiting factor for the 
country's industrial development appears to be the absolute lack of skilled manpower 
wfcich will i*ow down the implementation of future initiative 
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3    CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON FUTURE POLICY 

a) From what has been written above, it is apparent that substantial improvements are required 
in maintenance and repair services, except in the case of a few, large, old established and 
soundly-operated industrial complexes Priorities would appear to be as follows (in 
order): 

Mogadiscio workshop of the Somali Port Authority, in view of the importance of 
sea-traffic to the country, the present operational difficulties at the mam ports, and the 
present complete insufficiency of the workshop 

Vehicle and tractor workshops with special reference to the S.A G problem and to 
ONAT's needs for better fleet maintenance 

Private repair shops which serve the minor industries and private motorists 

b) Existing workshop physical facilities, though of the old type, can make a valid contribution 
to satisfying market demand if properly repaired    Non repetitive work, so typical of 
maintenance and repair jobs in general can   in fact, be done by conventional machinery 
provided it is correctly maintained and operated 

c) At least three central regional workshops could be very useful at Mogadiscio, Kisimaio and 
Burao Naturally the capacity and make-up of each of these would have to be worked out 
to suit the main requirements of the operational environment in which each would be 
located It is also felt that careful study should be given to the utility of a mobile 
workshop in the Burao region, which seems to be the one with the worst infrastructural 
conditions In view of the particular structure of Somahan industry with the exception 
of the larger industries it would not appear advisable to set up in-plant workshops other 
than those needed for a light maintenance The maintenance jobs to be done in the case of 
most industries should, it is felt, continue to be farmed out to outside workshops whose 
operational capacity should, however, be improved 

The study and implementation of good maintenance schedules, on the othei hand, does 
appear to be absolutely necessary To this end, external assistance in perfecting present 
procedures could be of great benefit even for the largest industries 

d) Again because of the Country's particular industrial and social structure it would seem very 
advisable to make a special study ol problems bearing on the choice and priorities to be 
given to training It is considered that short-term solutions should first and foremost be 
aimed at a rapid upgrading of the workers and managers of the small workshops which 
constitute the basis of this important industrial service Ine long-term program, on the 
other hand, should be the outcome of a thorough study of protects which various National 
and supra national agencies have under way 

<e) While excluding the tew major firms whah for the reasons indicated above must have their 
own   largely independent store   and excluding a tew spares for important special purpose 
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f) 

g) 

machines in minor enterprises, it would seem advisable to run a very careful study on 
the geographical distribution and on the quantity of spares carried by external stores, 
and on the best systems of interrelation, bearing in mind industrial concentrations and 
the transport and communications infrastructures 

In any case, the introduction and popularization of modern inventory control 
procedures would seem both necessary and useful, even in the larger enterprises 

Finally, it is felt that a careful study might be made of the need for spares on a 
national scale and for the creation of a workshop to produce as much of the Country's 
spares requirements as possible The production facilities of such a workshop should, 
of course, be coordinated with the capacities of the existing shops 

M    The role that can be played by developed countries and mother-factories in the 
implementation of this program may be summed up in the following points 

0 Improvement, as far as possible, in the network, inventory and interrelationships 
of the mother-factory's stores, not only on a national basis but on an 
international scale too (eg the installation of central stores in duty free 
compounds strategically located to best serve given groups of countries) 

it) Financial participation of the mother companies in the setting up of central repau 
workshops (sub-agencies) or the supply of machinery and personnel on a 
fellowship basis 

Hi)   Technical assistance for the improvement of the maintenance organizations in 
individual enterpnses, and for the creation and operation of training centers 

iv)   Technical   assistance,   supply   of drawings   and   machinery,   and   financial 
participation in the creation of spare parts manufacturing or reclamation facilities 

v)    Supply of personnel for maintenance training in the different factories 

A comprehensive study should be submitted to Governments and mother-factories, specially 
concerning its commercial, technical and financial features, and a proposed scheme for the 
expected financial and technical assistance 

\ 
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4.   SUGGESTED PROGRAM OF IMPLEMENTATION 

The program should provide for a comprehensive study of the following basic problems: 

management of maintenance and repair workshops; 

training of maintenance and repair personnel; 

spare parts inventory-control, and production of certain spares; 

centralized repair workshops; 

maintenance and repair programs and schedules 

Whereas all of these problems are to be found in almost all the industries, it is thought that the 
following activities should be given priority because of their impact in the Country's economy: 

Somali Port Authority Workshop ; 

-     O.N AT Workshop; 

Project for a centralized pilot repair workshop in the Juba District; 

Feasibility study for the production of some of the most common imported spare parts 

The Mission suggests that a complete program of implementation should be carried out in a 
short-term and in a long-term phase. 

a)    The short-term phase should be carried out by a team consisting of: 

an expert in training problems and techniques; 

a production engineer expert in motor vehicle repair workshops; 

a naval engineer, expert in management of small shipyards; 

-      an expert in motor-vehicle spare parts and supplies 

This team should be given a 12-month assignment to study and provide practical solutions 
and complete follow-up to selected firms and to some minor workshops In addition this 
team mould advice on the program for the ensuing long-term implementation phase, with 
special reference to the projects for centralized repair workshops and for local spare parts 
production 

bi The long-term program should be prepared on the bam of observations and advice given by 
the short-term implementation team Though it is difficult at present to give any tentative 
farecaat, it is thought that something like a three-man team would be required for IK 
months 
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c) Both for the short and long-term assistance, counterpart officers from the main assisted 
firms and from the Ministry of Industry should be provided, so that they may become 
acquainted with the methods of tackling this type of problem, and to prepare the nucleus of 
an experienced staff for a future Management Consulting Center at the Ministry of Industry 
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Group   Appendix 

Oil IS AG - Società Agricoltori Juba 

2 S.AC A -Società Azionaria Concessionari Agricoli 

201 3 The INALSO Meat Processing Factory 

4 The Kisimaio Meat Canning Factory 

202 5 The Mogadiscio Dairy Factory 

207            6 The SN AI Sugar Factory 

214 7 The National Bottling Company 

231 8 The Somaltex Textile Factory 

241 9 Conceria   e  calzaturificio del Vicariato 

260 10 Mobilificio Missione 

11 Falegnameria Scuola Artigianato 

12 SOPLAST 

29! 9 Conceria e calzaturificio del Vicariato 

312 13 The VECCO Oil Mill 

319 14 The IC S - Industrie Chimiche Somale 

341 15 TheFERSOMALA Iron Mill 

360 16 The FIAT-SOMALIA S p A 

17 The CONZ Workshop 

18 TheCIEFFESpA 

360 19 The O N AT. Workshop 

20 The Somali Port Authority Workshop 
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Group   Appendix 

21 The Lovarini Workshop 

22 The Fratelli Del Bon Workshop 

23 Other Workshops 

511 24     S.E.I.S. - Società Elettrica Italo - Somala 
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Appendix   I 

THE S A G - SOCIETÀ' AGRICOLTORI JUBA 

General Manager: Mr Domenico Di Gennaro 

1      This company was created to provide technical, commercial, financial and legal assistance to 
the banana growers in the Juba District 

The district comprises 2,000 ha of banana groves and the output is about 40,000 tons, 
mostly for export The new port at Kisimaio has resolved most of the problems which 
previously existed with regard to exporting, even though some of the equipment still has to 
be installed, mainly the cold stores 

2.    There are some 170 growers    Most of them have their own tractors, but the remainder 
hires from O N A T (see Appendix 19) 

In general, the growers use their own generally inadequate facilities for the repair and 
maintenance of their tractors, irrigation pumps and generating sets; or else they use the 
best-equipped of their co-growers' workshops or the somewhat inadequate facilities of local 
privately-owned shops Even the main agricultural machinery supply firms provide very 
little local assistance and. in the case of major repairs, the growers often have to turn to 
Mogadiscio (some 600 km away by road, only part of which is "all-weather") 

3 The spare-parts supply position also represents a serious problem mainly because of the 
unfavorable geographical location of the district and the lack of infrastructure Nor is the 
situation helped by the lack of standardization on machinery and a poor understanding of 
the meaning of the word   "cooperation",       among members of the company 

4 Training of maintenance men and drivers generally seems to be poor and the basic 
operational needs are often met by precarious emergency repairs, and with the personal 
assistance of the few qualified mechanics available in the district 

5 The solution of the most serious of the problems mentioned above would seem to lie mainly 
in improving the members' understanding of the cooperative concept and in the practical 
extension of SAG's functions Even while remaining within the bounds of its 
constitution, the company could perhaps devote more attention to the technical and human 
aspects of maintenance covering a fleet of over 300 tractors, 170 trucks, 300 cars and 500 
motor-driven pumps 
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Appendix 2 

SA CA - SOCIETÀ' AZIONARIA CONCESSIONARI AGRICOLI 

General Manager: Mr Mutto 

1.     The statutary duties of this company are to provide technical, commercial, financial and 
legal assistance to the banana growers of the Genale District (Uebi Scebeli) 

Bananas are grown on about 6,000 ha, the yearly production being about 60,000 tons, most 
of which goes for export At the present time, the fruit is shipped from the port of Merca 
under very difficult conditions There is very little equipment at the port and the vessels 
are not in a very efficient condition (see Appendix 20) 

2 There are some 240 growers and around 300-320 tractors Standardization of age and 
makes may be considered average      A further 20-30 tractors are available for hire 

3 Schedules for the routine maintenance of these machines are not entirely unknown, but it 
does not seem that they are followed very rigorously In general, the growers themselves 
have few repair facilities, but they can use the services of a certain number of outside repair 
shops which seem to be fairly well equipped They can also get service from Mogadiscio 
which is not too far away 

4 Within the limits of the Country's general possibilities and the general state of the market 
the spares problem does not appear to be too difficult     Stocks are held in the local stores 
and at Mogadiscio    Some assistance in this field is also provided by certain sections of 
S.A.C A itself 

5. The impression was gained that the standard of maintenance workers and drivers is on a par 
with the National average Thus there is considerable room for improvement The 
problem of training is however absolved within the company 
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Appendix 3 

THE IN ALSO MEAT  PROCESSING FACTORY, MOGADISCIO 

Generai Manager: Mr Enzo Boccedi 

I. The company was created in 1962 by a merger with INCA of the Italian STAR group, 
which now has control In 1965, the plant was partly renewed and moved to a new 
location on the coast which was more suitable from the hygiene and industrial wastes 
disposal aspects 

The factory is designed to process 33,000 head per year and is presently operating at 90%of 
its rated capacity Its products include corned beef, meat in gelatine and meat extracts, 
and are mainly exported     The inadequacy of Mogadiscio's port is a large problem. 

There is an independent workshop on site but this is equipped only for doing the most 
common repairs, the remainder have to be done by outside shops which are not always in a 
position to meet all the demands made on them (e g in the case of electric motors, stainless 
steel containers, some types of gearing, castings, etc ) 

A maintenance schedule is being drawn up and should shortly be ready However, that 
part which has a bearing on health standards is already strictly observed, as is the painting of 
parts particularly subject to corrosion, a serious problem in this type of industry The 
factory shut down for one month per year for a general overhaul 

3. The spares inventory seems to be fairly well controlled At present, nearly all spares are 
imported, though a goodly proportion could be made locally if there were a good foundry 
and a good general engineering shop in operation 

The maintenance force (8 workmen out of a total labor force of around 150) gives the 
impression of being of an average standard but is headed by a well-trained foreman 
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Appendix 4 

THE KISIMAK) MEAT CANNING FACTORY 

Manager: Mr. Jama 

1 The plant is of Russian make and has a planned capacity of 60,000 head per 
year. Designed output should be 4,500 tons of canned meat, 1,600 tons of processed meat 
by-products, 330 tons of sausages and smoked meat, 1,200 tons of rendered fat, 330 tons of 
tallow and 1,400 tons of bone meal At the time of the visit, all sections of the installation 
seemed complete, but the Mission was only permitted to make a rapid tour round the 
sections. It could well be that start-up will be delayed by the water-supply system not 
being completed, and that full capacity will not be reached for quite some time because ot 
difficulties in finding sufficient stock for slaughter 

2 An independent repair and maintenance workshop is planned This is to be fitted out with 
all the equipment required for the normal demands made by the factory and its vehicle 
fleet. At least during the first years, it is possible that this workshop may have excess 
capacity which might be made available to handle outside jobs A complete maintenance 
and repair schedule is said to be planned 

3     It is also stated that sufficient spares will be held to cover two years operations, 

4.    There will be a maintenance staff of 50 out of a total labor force of 4M»        It is stated that 
the maintenance staff is to he trained by the firm supplying the . .••<"ip •• v ,t 
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Appendix 7 

TM NATIONAL HfTUNG COMf ANY 

Ht M J roti 

I fnta M • ne* pia«! It proceiaes concentrated syrup* importai from the USA and bottles 
mft dtMks H oía C ala and Fant a» The output is M)000 twenty-four bottle cates per 
month «nal the plant prneraNy operate» one shift a day 

2 tWr M no internal workshop tor repairs Minor repairs are done by the production 
perwnnel It is ripe*, ted that such larger repairs as may be required in the future will be 
done by outude workshop* 

*      The  vanou« «Mto** are laid out   functionaiy   in  a ungir  building    These  include a 
water softening   and   potabdwatton   i purification I   plant   and   a   steam   penerai m    No 

ce svhedutr has been prepared 

4      ipnri i» ha*e hern Ptmtded tot two years operation    Statistic* wdl be collected to ascertain 
what future stock» stoniti be bent 

*      f%e   stall  tM   workmen and one  tournant seen»»  to be caretuNy  selected  and  well 
It ha« apparently revena! no vocational training nor. MI many caaes, any hat«c 
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Appendix S 

THE MMALTEX TEXTILE FACTORY 

General Maimer     Mr Zesiecete 

Plant Manager Mr Bruggemann 

1 This is ü newly-built installation and will come into operation shortly The design capacity 
is 1,500 tons/year of locally produced cotton fiber, with an output of 9 5 million yards of 
gray, bleached and dyed fabncs Full production should be reached in 1970, but there is 
some room to doubt whether supplies of local fiber will be adequate There are 10,000 
spindles and 300 looms installed, and when operating to capacity there would be a 
workforce of around 500 

-> The Mission was received by the Managers but could mit be allowed to visit the factory 
neither given any information because of serious troubles which had required a prolonged 
police intervention, which was stiH on 

From general Impressums received and information collected locally it seems reasonable to 
assume that the factory has its own fairly well equipped mechanical workshop and sufficient 
ipares for some years operation It also seems reasonable to think that training the labor 
force wiN constitute quite a problem and that, after the first years of operation, the same 
wiH be foe spare-parts 
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Appendix 9 

CONCERIA E CALZATURIFICIO DEL VICARIATO 

Manager Mr Pozzohno 

This undertaking belongs to the Catholic Mission in Somalia whose training activities have 
for so long been a great help in the vocational training of the local population The greater 
part of the output is absorbed by the Mission personnel 

The tanning section can handle ISO cattle hides and 500 goat skins per day and gives 
employment to I S people 

The shoe-making section which provides mainly for the internal needs of the Mission 
(10.000-12.000 pairs per annum I has a work force ol ^5 Production is on a craft-type 
basis and only sewing of the vamps is done by machine 

The plant and machinery are tor the most part old and much of it is in mediocre condition 
especially in the tannery which could benefit greatly from a well-planned, properly 
implemented maintenance schedule 

There is no independent maintenance section When the need arises, assistance is sought 
from outside workshops 

3 I xcept in particular cases   there are no serious spares problems since most items can be 
found fairly easily on the market or made locally 

4 Vocational training in maintenance generally seems to be of a mediocre standard, especially 
in the tannery, owing io the particular conditions under which it operates 
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Appendix  IO 

MOMunao MimoNE 

f Mr Morandi 

I This enterprise belongs to the Catholic Mission It produces a certain variety of wooden 
furniture and decorative items mainly on a craft basis The hulk of the production is used 
to satisfy the requirements of the Missions internal interests and the remainder is marketed 
locally    The enterprise gives employment to 20-30 people 

2      The equipment const* of woodworking machinery laid out in a spacious building where 
other operations are also pursued 

3      It seems that apart from cleaning the machines occasionally no other maintenance is done 

4      There is a limited stock of spares consisting exclusively of tools for the machines    Other 
parts are imported as and when the need arises 

5      The staff consists of Somali artisans who have learned their craft on the job    Their 
productivity seems reasonable 
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Appendix ¡2 

MftAIT 

Owner Mr Santini 

The company has been m operation since !%7 and produces furniture from thermoplastic 
resins, and bagasse chipboard Although it employs some 70 workmen it is run on typical 
family lines with characteristic energy and personal initiative, but is completely lacking in 
organization 

The layout is irrational and the little space available is poorly used Apart from the 
machinery for the production of chipboard, the remainder of the machines and equipment 
are in poor condition Because of the vanety of types required by the market and the 
limitations of the market itself, many operations are performed by hand 

There is no  maintenance shop  and  all repairs of a certain size are done by outside 
shops   There is no maintenance schedule 

Apart from a few special spares, the stock of which is often critical, there are no particular 
problems, and needs are generally met albeit at elevated prices, by the local market :ind by 
beai work »Hops 

The poor standard of training of the personnel means that the owner and his assistant have 
to he extremely vigilant 
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Appendix 11 

FALEGNAMERIA SCUOLA ARTIGIANATO 

Manager Mr Bogo 

The Scuola Artigianato was originally created as a center for training artisans in various 
trades Then, of necessity, it became a production workshop, although it still continues to 
do some training 

At the present time it consists of a carpentry shop and a department which carries out small 
building jobs including electrical and plumbing installations (50 workers in all) 

The Mission concentrated its attentions on the carpentry which is the one manufacturing 
activity which comes within the groups of specific interest to the survey This shop 
produces wooden articles which are installed or used in buildings owned by the Catholic 
Mission in Somalia    It provides employment for 15 people 

The machinery is old and is laid out without any apparent order     It appears to be poorly 
maintained and indeed there does not seem to be any maintenance program 

There is a small spares store, almost exclusively tools used by the machines   The other 
spares are imported as and when necessary 

Tin- stall was trained on the job and has been with the shop for many years    Their training 
seems to be sufficient though the individual output is low 
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Appendix 13 

THE VECCO OIL MILL 

Manager: Mr Giorgio Vecco 

Chief of Maintenance:     Mr Rino Rossetti 

1 The plant has a capacity of 600 kg/hour of seed-oil The plant is extremely under-utilized, 
operating only 1,000-1,200 hours per annum However, it is the only oil-pressing plant of 
any size in Somalia which operates at a certain level It is worth noting that at the present 
time, the Country imports a good part of its edible oil requirements and that this situation 
could be much improved if only a different tax policy were adopted on oil seed imports 
However, the local production of raw materials is said to be in a good phase of expansion 

Since this is only a small plant, there is no repair workshop in the strict sense of the 
word Although the machinery is old, it seems to be in a reasonable state of repair and 
there are not many maintenance problems 

3.    There are apparently no spares problems worthy of note 

The staff totals 5 workmen and a foreman    They not only look after production but 
maintenance too, including the upkeep of a small diesel-electnc generating set 
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Appendix 14 

ICS - INDUSTRIE CHIMICHE SOMALE 

Manager: Mr Hirei Gassem 

1      The plant has only been in operation for two months   This company is engaged in the 
preparation and packing of powdered detergents, imported in granular form. 

At the moment the work force numbers 15 and one shift a day is being operated while 
assessing market reaction. 

2.     The plant is extremely simple and the only machinery used is that for grinding the granules 

3     As will be appreciated, there are no problems of maintenance, spares or training at the 

present time 
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Appendix 15 

THE FERSOMALA IRON MILL 

Manager: Mr Del Bon 

1 The plant is designed for the production of concrete reinforcing bars (125 tph as referred to 
a basic diameter of 10 mm) 

The rolling mill is of a very old type It was bought secondhand in 1963 and installed in 
1965 after a general overhaul   The same is true of the furnaces and the two generating sets 

After some years of economic and financial difficulty, the mill was restarted in 1967 using 
supplies of Russian billets provided at prices well below those prevailing on the open 
market The economics of the operation have recently improved with the reduction of 
import duties on oil products for industrial use 

2 There is no repair and maintenance workshop The personnel which looks after the 
generating sets sees to emergency repairs, and the more demanding repairs are carried out by 
small local workshops, though not without difficulty For the really large repair jobs, use 
is made of the facilities available at the workshops of the two main local concerns (SEIS and 

SN AD 

Knowing full well the precarious state of the plant, the Managt ment keeps a very close eye 
on the generating sets and on the electric motor which drives the rolling mill However, in 
view of the conditions under which the plant is expected to operate (semi-desertic) even 
greater care and a systematic maintenance schedule are really required 

3 All the main spares are imported, and in view of the company's financial difficulties it is 
impossible to carry sufficient stocks 

4 The maintenance staff consists essentially of the chief mechanic and the chief electrician at 
the power station who cannot, however, count on a sufficient number of adequately trained 
assistants 
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Appendix 16 

FIAT - SOMALIA S p A 

General Manager Mr Carlo Guerrieri 

1 This is a company with mixed share capital It holds the main agency for Fiat sales in 
Somalia and has a good repair shop and what is generally a well-stocked spares store, in 
Mogadiscio 

Apart from the Mogadiscio shop, there is also a good repair shop in Scialambot run by the 
CIEFFE (Cavazzini and Ferracuti) subagency, to provide better service, especially for 
tractors This subagent also runs another small workshop in the Kisimaio area where it 
seems that a second auto agency with better repair and service facilities will be set up in the 
future 

2      The layout of the Mogadiscio shop is functional    I lu-tv is ;i LHMHI raiiiK- of machinery and a 
good maintenance organization 

The spares store, which also supplies outside workshops, seems well-stocked and rationally 
organized Distribution to clients however, presents some problems, mainly because of 
imprecise ordering More widespread distribution of spares price lists and some assistance 
to outside shops on the fundamentals of vehicle overhauls and spares ordering would be a 
great boon 

4     The bulk of the staff is Somali   Great care is given to both theoretical and practical aspects 
of training 
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Appendix  17 

THE CONZ WORKSHOP, MOGADISCIO 

Owner: Mr Conz 

This workshop concentrates on engine repairs, especially crankshaft regrmding, rebores, 
block and head grinding, etc 

This is a typical family firm and is the only shop in Mopdiscio indeed, in the whole of 
Somalia e<fcupped with highly specialized machinery As such, it has an absolute 
monopoly in this field 

The shop is well laid out and the premises are spacious 
condition and the technical organization is very efficient 

The machinery is in first class 

The staff is carefully selected and trained, but even so it represents an important limiting 
factor for the shop's activities. Indeed, the proprietor has stopped taking on unskilled 
workers who require a long training period and then often leave as sewn as they have 
acquired sufficient skill 

It is not thought that the productive capacity of the shop is used to more than :.V«. if 
referring to a 2-shift operation 
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Appendix 22 

vm numu ML KIN WOUKUM» 

I      Th* wochaltop concentrated mamry on structural steelwork (MMH «Nés. metal fixture*. 
•tatlonary  audi mottle storage linkt, etc I. and recently undertook a contract  for the 

of a hatch of tratteti   Tlie company provide* employment for »time 40 or 50 

* Tile layout n irrational and much of the work i» done in the open There t* not enough 
machinery and what there i* §we* the anpeemon of heina in a poor «tate ot repair Much 
of the work i* done personalty hy the proprietor« or with their continuous 

There » httk* or no orajMtttalion 

1     t/Hh few exception* there are nt> «pare« problem* nut there arc difficult H> in the «upptie« 
nf raw material» rwnwHy pood quality material* for «tructural steelwork and revervotr* 

The w«4h ton.» maian with the Natu »nal standard  i r  not very advanced    However 
the personal intervention ol the proprietär« help» overcome the*«- «homomina*   and the 
level of know ho« » ajiduaHy mma 
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Appendi* 23 

OTOE« WOtMHOfl 

Wt from the workshop* mentioned     which should take m those of major technolog caUnd 
«c^ks«ifk;ance      there are a number of smagale or even one-man .hop.    It seem 
^Z toTST^ <* pmnc. of the., .nee on the one hand they ,nd,cate the existence o 
7^Z wlThI not «ttfLd ebewhere and on the other the tendency tor the lower leveh ot 
J^Mh   «d  —*-t   tHipulation  to   become   .ntegrated   ..   the ( ountry s  economa 

development process, thus providing the basis for future mfrastructural servues 

Tht« shop* «Hlude not only a very «nail old cast-iron ami non ferrous «Hoy foundry which 
^goTlwnhill badly m recent „mes «nee the old owner retired but also a number 

concentrating on lathing job». a* well as «mie modest auto-repair enterprises 

A» stated the technical *nd economic .mpoctance ol the* *of» .S certainly not great at the 
Moment But their very exigence ,s worthy ot note from «he social aspect and because o «he 
ftTThat thne small-scale entrepreneur* and unarming workers have shown .nteres« m »tettm, 
lUthenTheT"e^nen, Xs them the opportunity to do so b> opening suitaWe training 

center« 
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Appendtx 24 

SEIS     SOCIETÀ' ELETTRICA ITALO SOMALA 

Gemermi Mentger Mr daeiano Marini 

S fc I S generates und distributes power in the Mogadiscio arca ils plant consists o( one 
V800 HP Ikut/ generator installed m l%K. tour I.JH) MP Ikul/ generators installed 
between IW and l***V and three t>ld low generators with a total rating o» 1 1 (Ml HP 
(now as standby) A new station with tour 2h4)0 MP Generators is pian ned tor IM74 

There is an independent repair and maint enante section with a responsible manager This is 
fairly well equipped to meet all intern«! needs It alno appears to have eue%* capacity 
which is freely made available to knal firms for repairs which wtmki not otherwise be d«»nc 
locally 

The generators are regularly overhauled and the maintenance schedule is rigorously 
fottnwed the layout <d the machinery in the wort shop ie acceptable and the machines 
themselves seem to be in a pood state the organi«at »on appears good both troni the 
technical administrative and general aspect 

The spares problem seems to be in hand through good tnveniorv control even though 
keeping the required stock ol spares is j *ery eovltv business bec au»« ot high tuslome dues 
end the enrvMVc pure have leading tunc cspeeiaMy sine» lb« Vue# has been tk*rd Some 
«pares which «te noi too iompbvated an mad« in the work «bop >«i 4n tontrnted 
out    Indeed even very «tttftcult repairs are done htcaNy when «pares art noi available 

Ungate the tact that the linai labor marie« does not have much to .»l»,i the standard <»l the 
»tan is reiMunaMy gttud this retutt ha» been achieved through vaie tul pet««h%ai tekxtto« 
anal p«fuat hut thorough on thriem ira«Mng tinder the uap*r****m ol ihr manag«nu ni 






